
• If you want to see me teaching this lesson, watch the video…

https://www.loom.com/share/ad9e7ea1d0974a9583947ac200205eae

https://www.loom.com/share/ad9e7ea1d0974a9583947ac200205eae


DAY 3

Writing Skill

LO: I can use parenthesis



Sequence of writing: Short story x 2 weeks 

Immersion

Analyse short story

Writing skills 

Plan short story

Write short story

Edit and present story for display



Story Beginning

• We are going to practise writing the 
beginning of our story today.

• This is the part of the story where we 
describe the characters.

• We are going to be using a new skill 
called parenthesis to help us describe 
our characters. 



Story Beginning
• Draw your two main characters. 

• They could be friends or related.



What is Parenthesis?

• Parenthesis is used to add extra information to a 
sentence. 

• You can use brackets, dashes or commas to add 
parenthesis (extra information) to a sentence. 

• If you remove it, the sentence will still make sense 
without it. 

• I sometimes call it an embedded clause. 



The Bracket

You can add extra information to a sentence using brackets 
too. Remember if you take it out, the sentence will still make 
sense. 

Osiris (the Egyptian god of the dead) charged straight 
towards the young boy!

Example



The Dash

You can add extra information to a sentence using dashes. 
Remember if you take it out, the sentence will still make 
sense. 

Osiris –the Egyptian god of the dead – charged straight 
towards the young boy!

Example



The Comma

You can add extra information to a sentence using commas 
too. Remember if you take it out, the sentence will still make 
sense. 

Osiris, the Egyptian god of the dead, charged straight 
towards the young boy!

Example



How do you know whether to use brackets, dashes or commas? 



The choice of dashes, brackets or commas depends on 
the level of importance the additional information has.

How do you know whether to use brackets, dashes or commas? 



How do you know whether to use brackets, dashes or commas? 



Video

• Watch the video to find out more about parenthesis. This is quite the song! Would love to 
see you singing along and doing the actions for brackets, commas and dashes.

• Play the game on the web page once you have watched the video and read the 
information. 

• Parenthesis is when you add extra information (sometimes called a clause) into a 
sentence. The sentence will still make sense if you take it out.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zcnbn9q

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zcnbn9q


Let’s practise

1) Add extra information to this sentence using brackets, 
dashes or commas.

Joey _____________ was tiny when we got her.



Let’s practise

1) Add extra information to this sentence using brackets, 
dashes or commas.

Possible answers:

• Joey, who can fit inside a mug, was tiny when we got her.

• Joey (who is very fluffy) was tiny when we got her.

• Joey –who we thought was a boy– was tiny when we first got her.



Activity

Red Group
Add parenthesis to the sentences on ‘English Worksheet’

Yellow Group
Write sentences about one of the main characters in your story and use parenthesis to add extra 
information about them. 

Green Group
Write a paragraph describing your two main characters in detail using parenthesis to add extra 
information about them.  


